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CHAPTER 8 

MORPHOLOGICAL BEHAVIOUR OF CENTRAL AMELAND'S NORTH SEA 
COAST 

ABSTRACT 

The development of a continuous sandy shoreline under the influence of 
natural processes (e.g. storms) and human impacts (i.e. nourishments) is 
described and predicted, based on remote sensing data and the application 
of dynamic modelling and GIS techniques. On time scales ranging from 
several months to several years, major changes were observed on the 
boundary between beach and dunes, as well as within the nearshore zone. 
The actively changing interdependent landscape units, the nearshore zone, 
beach and foredunes were studied by volumetric analysis of sediment 
budgets. The changes observed in the nearshore zone as a result of the 
behaviour of bars were also described. Storm floods and nourishments are 
related to sediment exchange between landscape units, but not to the 
behaviour of bars. Breaker bars seem to display autonomous behaviour and 
their influence on the cross-shore sediment exchange is mainly limited to 
the nearshore zone. These results were used to construct a model for 
predicting future topography with and without nourishments. According to 
the model, without nourishment the dunefoot will display retreat in 2000, 
and the beach will be lower when compared to the morphology in 1996. 
Had nourishments been applied in 1996, then these effects would have 
been compensated for. 

Submitted in an adapted form. M.A. Eleveld. Journal of Coastal Research. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Understanding and anticipating the dynamic behaviour of the coastal system is a challenge 
for scientists and coastal zone managers. Central Ameland's North Sea coast is a continuous, 
sandy coastal stretch (Fig. 1). Its shoreline, which is erosive by nature, is maintained in 
dynamic equilibrium by nourishment. Information on the changes in this equilibrium is 
important because of the cost involved in nourishment. 

Wadden Sea 

'Three sand-sharing systems' 
West Ebb-tidal delta 
Centre Continuous coastal stretch 
East Eyedunes/washovers 

Figure 1. Ameland's coastal systems. 

The aim of this study was to monitor and predict the development of this coastal stretch, 
which was studied on two levels, landscape units and forms. The actively changing 
interdependent landscape units, the nearshore zone, beach and foredunes were studied by 
volumetric analysis of sediment budgets. In addition, some actively changing forms, the 
coastal bars and the erosion cliff (dune face), were analyzed. The study focused on the 
géomorphologie processes that describe the main volumetric changes, i.e. on erosion of the 
beach and foredunes and on migration of bars. The scope of this study is limited to time 
scales in the order of months to years. This is also the scale used for planning by coastal 
management. On a larger time scale, gradual erosion by steepening of the nearshore zone is 
acknowledged. This study aimed specifically to understand coastal behaviour, to gain insight 
into changes in the distribution of total sand volumes within a geomorphological open 
system, and subsequently, based on this understanding, to quantitatively predict future 
volume changes. To achieve this the method used remote sensing data and basic image 
processing techniques for qualitative assessment of géomorphologie change, and elevation 
data in a spatio-temporal GIS, i.e. PCRaster (Karssenberg, 1996), for (semi-)quantitatively 
assessment of the change. 
The study relates to earlier work that has been done on cliff erosion in relation to sediment 
budgets, and to research on the behaviour of bars. These are covered in a literature review in 
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section 2. The conditions of the study area are dealt with in section 3; in particular 
morphologic development, the occurrence of storm floods and nourishments. The number of 
storm floods per year could be important for of Ameland's morphodynamics. In addition, it is 
still unclear where eroded sediment, including nourishment sand, remains. Therefore extra 
attention is given to these topics in the analysis and interpretation of the results. In contrast to 
earlier work, this study combines a remote-sensing based qualitative approach and a model-
based (semi-)quantitative approach for the geomorphological study of volumetric changes on 
a high aggregation level. This allows statements to be made on the development of the entire 
coastal stretch. 

2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

2.1 Coastal settings 

This study focuses on the meso-scale behaviour of a coastal stretch. The focus was on the 
nearshore zone with coastal bars, the beach and the dunes with an erosion cliff. 
A coastal stretch consists of multiple coastal cells. These are smaller morphological units, 
which are of importance for the hydrodynamics along a coastal stretch. Increasing horizontal 
movement of water particles by waves at decreasing water depth causes steady onshore mass 
transport, which is returned to sea by spatially intermittent flows known as rip-currents. In the 
research area, a coastal cell consists of one or more rip cells. The rip channels interrupt the 
longshore bars. A barred bottom topography is related to coastal cells, because it influences 
the movement of water particles by waves, and regulates the sideward movement of water 
and sediment along the troughs. Rips are an inherent, characteristic feature of the 
intermediate beach domain and they are a common feature along coasts associated with all 
bar systems. The nature, size, persistence and frequency of rips may, however, vary 
considerably between the bars, and in time and in space (Short, 1991). Permanent rip currents 
are known to transport significant quantities of sediment seawards especially in storm 
conditions, when seaward flows may be significant (Wright et al, 1980). 
The morphodynamics of the beach-bar system can be explained in temporal and spatial terms 
by examining the impact of the wave climate on the shoreface. Temporal variation is 
controlled by seasonal variation in wave height and storm frequency and by inter-storm 
recovery. The spatial variation in bar number, bar spacing and rip spacing is related to 
infragravity standing and edge waves (Short, 1991), or to bottom slope. Ruessink (1998) 
showed that the relationship between barred morphology and infragravity waves is 
disputable. 

System boundaries 

The study area is a system with strongly interdependent sub-environments or landscape-units 
that share an amount of sediment. In the definition of the open system boundaries of the sand-
sharing system, the area with the highest exchange of sediment has to be delimited. This 
sediment exchange is controlled by geomorphological processes and is expressed as changes 
of the forms. 
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Cross-shore, the boundary between foredunes and inner dunes was seen as the landward limit 
of the sand-sharing system. The erosion cliff is therefore present in the system. This is not 
strictly the boundary if aeolian processes were to be considered as well; Arens (1994) showed 
that aeolian cross-shore transport of sand from beach to dunes reaches the inner dunes. 
The seaward outer limit of the system was determined by a study of coastal profiles. The 
envelope of beach change, which shows significant transport, deposition and erosion, has a 
certain closure depth. This is the practical limit of the zone of wave-induced sediment 
transport. The limit can be found at about -8 m depth. The lower profile, however, may still 
reflect change. Thus, while it cannot be stated that sediment is not transported beyond -8 m, 
significant transport, deposition and erosion occurs inshore of-8 m. 
Longshore, the central coast of this barrier island is bounded by two other systems: the 
Western ebb-tidal delta/beachplain system and the Eastern washover/eyedune system (Fig. 1 ; 
Chapters 7 & 9). The area of study was chosen well within this Central system and comprised 
several coastal cells. The easterly-directed longshore drift, the variable longshore migration 
of bar attachment points and the frequently occurring westerly winds (Kruyt, 1995) 
determine the longshore exchange of sediment. Three landscape units were defined within 
this system (Fig. 2): 
• the foreshore, extending from -8 m to -1.2 m (mean low water level); 
• the beach, extending from -1.2 to 2 m (dune foot); 
• the foredunes, comprising the area above 2 m. 
In the following paragraphs of this literature review, beach-(fore)dune interactions and 
beach-nearshore interactions will be discussed separately. A distinction between beach-dune 
and beach-nearshore zone has traditionally been made, even though the definition of these 
landscape units is rather inconsistent (De Graaff, 1977). 

2.2 Beach-dune and beach-nearshore interactions 

Beach-dune interactions 

Erosional landforms constitute a significant portion of many dune systems, and they form an 
integral part of many postulated dune morphological cycles (Sokolow, 1894; Aufrère, 1931; 
Melton, 1940; Davies, 1972). Marine erosion is caused by basal undercutting due to periodic 
wave attack, although inherent slope stability factors may also play a part. Water in the 
sediment interstices, or the high shell content in the Ameland nourishments (Van der Wal, 
1998), usually provide sufficient cohesion to allow a scarp to form (Carter et ai, 1990). Two 
types of erosion can be distinguished: storm erosion and structural erosion. These two types 
of coastal erosion apply to central Ameland's North Sea coast: coastal and dune erosion 
during severe storm surges, and continuous structural (or gradual) coastal erosion. 
Nourishments are used to restore the basal coastline after storm erosion and to counteract 
structural erosion. 
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Nearshore zone 

l~ 

Figure 2. The Central system. 

Storm erosion of dunes 

Storm velocity is often the key factor in predicting the amount of erosion at any point on the 
shore (Edelman, 1972; Hughes & Chui, 1981). During storm conditions, wave height and still 
water level increase (storm surge). The rate of water-level increase depends on wind 
direction, severity of the storm and on the morphology of the area. The shape of the existing 
'equilibrium' profile just prior to the storm is out of balance with the boundary conditions, 
which are associated with the storm. Because of increased water level, the pre-storm profile is 
too steep, so that significant cross-shore sediment transports will be generated (Steetzel, 
1993). With sand from the upper part of the profile, and especially from the dunes or 
mainland, the pre-storm profile will be flattened towards a shape which better agrees with the 
severe boundary conditions. In the beginning, developments are fast (far from equilibrium); 
later on developments slow down (closer to equilibrium) (Van de Graaff, 1994). The rate of 
erosion decays exponentially throughout a storm as the dune-to-beach sediment-exchange re
establishes a certain equilibrium to the changed conditions; 70 to 90 % of dune erosion is 
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accomplished before the surge peak (Hughes & Chui, 1981). Even excessive erosion due to 
very extreme storm surge is only temporarily (Steetzel, 1993). 
In two-dimensional laborator»' tests, and in many cases in the field, it has been observed that 
essentially the same volume of sand eroded from the dunes or the mainland is deposited on 
beaches and along the nearshore zone. Essentially, a closed sediment balance is found. A 
redistribution of the volumes of sand within the cross-shore profile has taken place, a typical 
cross-shore sediment transport process (Steetzel, 1993). The actual mechanism of this mode 
of sediment transport is not clear yet. At the beginning of a storm, when the profile is rather 
steep, the breaking process of the (high) incoming waves is very pronounced. The incoming 
wave energy is dissipated over a short distance, yielding a strong undertow and a large 
offshore-directed cross-shore transport. At the end of a storm, the profile is flattened and the 
wave breaking process is less fierce; the return flow is smaller, as is the sediment transport. 

The critical parameters leading to erosion of dunes by waves include morphology (beach 
slope, dune height), and sediment texture (grain size, shape and packing), as well as 
hydrostatic (water level) and hydrodynamic (wave height, period and type) factors. Van de 
Graaff (1986) found the following factors from his laboratory tests (mentioned of decreasing 
order of importance): 
• surge height; 
• particle size; 
• surge duration; 
• initial profile. 

The rate of dune erosion during a storm surge depends on the number of parameters with a 
stochastic character. The relevant parameters can only be described in a statistical sense. The 
maximum storm surge level reached during an arbitrary surge is, for example, the result of 
two stochastically independent phenomena, viz. astronomical tide and wind set-up during the 
storm. Van de Graaff (1986) found the following six parameters: 
• maximum surge level; 
• significant wave height during (the maximum of) the surge; 
• particle diameter of the dune material; 
• shape of the initial profile (including the height of the initial dunes); 
• storm surge duration; 
• occurrence of squall oscillations and gust bumps during the storm. 

Based on these studies one would emphasize hydrostatic and hydrodynamic factors. Bray and 
Hooke (1997), however, focus on the influence of beach width and volume, since these 
variables directly affect cliff-toe erosion and thus recession of the cliff. On Ameland, a wide 
beach is necessary for dissipating wave energy and longer term cliff-toe protection, because 
of the high susceptibility of sands to cross-shore transport induced by seasonal storms 
(compared to coarser materials). Fucella and Dolan (1996) found that wave height and 
steepness and the pre-storm beach configuration (reflective, linear or dissipative profiles) 
determined the extent of the vertical erosion. 
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Structural erosion 

Long-term, progressive steepening of the nearshore zone forms the preconditions for a large 
impact of short-term storm erosion. Structural erosion ultimately leads to retreat of the entire 
cross-section. The physical processes that cause loss of sand from the cross-section often 
induce a gradient in longshore sediment transport and they occur regularly from day to day. 
Under these conditions the upper part of the beach profile and the dunes do not share in the 
processes. During a storm, the entire profile is active. Redistributing cross-shore sediment 
transport takes place along with increased longshore sediment transport, moving sand from 
the upper part of the profile to deeper water. The sand from the upper part refills the 'gap' in 
the lower part of the profile that results from gradual erosion. 
Several reasons can be found for a long-term trend of erosion in of the Ameland's central 
North Sea coast. 
• There is a tendency to migrate to the south due to erosion of the central coasts of the 

Wadden islands as a result of the sediment demand for silting up of the Wadden Sea 
(Louters & Gerritsen, 1994). 

• The closure of inlets due to the connection of individual dune cores by stuif-dikes 
(Chapter 3) causes the disappearance of the protective ebb-deltas (Klijn, 1981), giving 
erosion a chance. Furthermore, the frequency of tidal inlets and the configuration of the 
ebb and flood tidal deltas are related to the tidal range. If the barrier island became too 
long as a result of human influence, a steep longshore hydraulic gradient may result in a 
tendency to breach the island {i.e. erosion) and to develop of a new tidal inlet separating 
it. 

Beach-nearshore interactions 

Storms seem an important factor in the seaward exchange of sediment by rip cells (section 
2.1), in retreat of the erosion cliff (section 2.2), and in the seaward migration and 
degeneration of the outer bar (section 2.3). There is an important temporal dissimilarity 
between storm erosion and post-storm recovery. Hesp and Hilton (1996) reported a case in 
which sediment was rapidly transported into deeper nearshore waters, whereas it took 8-16 
years to be transported back onto the sub-aerial beach. The dominant processes during the 
four stages of recovery are: 
• rapid forebeach accretion (in present definition nearshore zone) 
• backbeach aggradation (in present definition beach) 
• embrio dune formation, and 
• dune expansion and vegetation recolonization (Morton et al., 1994). 
The central Ameland beach reaches Stage 2, but additional recovery is prevented because 
beach progradation is limited, so that the sea washes small initial dunes away after a few 
days. 

Nearshore bars mitigate storm-induced coastal erosion by acting as natural breakwaters. In 
addition, their volumes are important for the natural recovery of the beach and nearshore 
zone after periods of coastal erosion (Wolf, 1997). The beach, shoreline and inner nearshore 
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bar do not respond identically to every storm because their response is influenced by 
sediment eroded from a berm. Sediment from this berm, eroded during the successive storms, 
is deposited near the shoreline, causing a prograding shoreline. After the berm is completely 
eroded by the first few storms, successive storms result in a retreat of the shoreline. An inter-
tidal bar may act as a temporary barrier to the exchange of sediments between the beach and 
the inner nearshore bar. However, eroded beach sediments are eventually also transported 
farther offshore and contribute to the development of the inner nearshore bar. During storms, 
the inner bar mostly migrates offshore but onshore migration during non-stormy periods and 
the larger number of days with non-storm conditions result in net onshore migration after 
several weeks. 

Morton et al. (1995) acknowledge longshore aspects of storm erosion. Beach volume 
histories at profile sites show the interdependence of sand exchange between adjacent sites 
and the spatial autocorrelation of sand movement. Beach volume histories also indicate 
periods when either longshore or cross-shore transport processes predominate. 

2.3 Bar behaviour 

Much knowledge on coastal bars has become available through recent studies on temporal 
changes in nearshore morphology. Within the Netherlands, this topic got much attention, 
possibly as a result of the large, rather unique database of coastal profiles for the Dutch coast, 
i.e. the JARKUS data. The overview focuses on previous Dutch research, because of the 
location of the study area and the data used. Similar research has, however, been reported at 
an early stage by, for example, Short and Hesp (1982), Wright et al. (1985), and Lippmann 
and Holman (1989, 1990). 

Morphological characterisation 

The bar concept has been formalised by morphological characterisation. A bar can be defined 
as that part of the measured profile above a fitted exponential profile (Kroon, 1994; Ruessink 
& Kroon, 1994). Wijnberg (1995) took its spatial context into account by considering 
'morphologic behaviour' as profile behaviour that exhibits alongshore coherence. The change 
in the shape of the profile was described by three empirical eigenfunctions. These 
eigenfunctions describe the mean profile shape and the most pronounced deviations from the 
mean profile. These deviations are generally related to bar topography. 

Causal relations 

An inner nearshore bar changes more frequently than an outer nearshore bar, but their 
behaviour is related. In the seaward migrational phases of an outer nearshore bar, the inner 
nearshore bar will follow the outer bar and the crest spacing is quite constant. In addition, 
cyclic behaviour has been observed (Kroon, 1994). Based on the morphological 
characterisation, and bearing similarities in behaviour and cyclicity in mind, Ruessink and 
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Kroon (1994) defined the three stages a bar passes during its existence: 
• generation of bars in the inner nearshore zone; 
• net seaward migration of the inner and outer nearshore bars; 
• degeneration of the outer bar. 

The behaviour of inner bars is controlled by the crest depth of an outer bar. There is a 
dynamic equilibrium between processes in the inner nearshore zone that induce shoreward 
and seaward migration on a time scale of years in the inner nearshore zone, as long as the 
crest depth of the outer bar is less than a certain threshold (about 5.5 m for central 
Terschelling). During the decline of an outer bar, its crest depth increases and less short wave 
energy is therefore dissipated over the outer bar. Higher short waves are admitted to the inner 
parts of the nearshore zone, resulting in stronger currents. As a consequence, an inner bar 
may migrate offshore (Ruessink & Kroon, 1994). 
Storms could trigger the outward movement and degeneration of an outer bar. The systematic 
degeneration of an outer bar is due to a changing balance in the occurrence of waves that 
degenerate the bar (very asymmetric waves, with a great height in relation to width) and those 
that maintain the bar morphology (breaking waves). The balance changes due to the offshore 
migration of the bar, and its subsequent deeper position (Wijnberg, 1995). 
The seaward movement of bars is probably not solely influenced by storms, wave asymmetry 
and wave breaking. Gravity also stimulates transport down the slope. Additionally, seawards 
directed undertow, infragravity waves, and swash-backwash during ebb at spring tide are 
possibly responsible for bar migration on the beach. 

Finally, cross-shore migrational trends of bars are influenced by their longshore migration of 
the bars (Ruessink & Kroon, 1994). The longshore differences in bar behaviour are ascribed 
to the position of a low-tide terrace (a point of attachment between an inner nearshore bar and 
the beach) (Kroon, 1994). 

Parametrization 

Most of the sediment transport processes are supposed to occur during the passage of storms. 
Therefore, the behaviour of the outer nearshore bar is hypothesized to be induced by storm 
events. Kroon (1994) defined a dimensionless storm parameter (S), which is equal to the 
duration of the storm period divided by the sum of the duration of the storm and the duration 
of the interval between the storm and the preceding storm event. This storm parameter is able 
to indicate extreme conditions, when the bar morphology of the outer zone may undergo 
some major changes. 
However, the rate of morphological change is difficult to describe by the coastal parameter 
alone. Rate of morphological change differs along the coast and seems to be induced by the 
characteristics of the overall morphology, such as the mean slope of the nearshore zone. 
None the less, the outer nearshore bar is almost constantly migrating seaward. This is 
supposed to be the net result of all storm events. In addition, major changes in the 
configuration of the outer nearshore bar, such as the final decay of the outer nearshore bar, 
corresponds with high values of the proposed storm parameter (S > 0.7) (Kroon, 1994). 
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Net sediment transport 

There appears to be a cross-shore change in the temporal nature of onshore and offshore 
directed transport. The temporal structure of medium-scale onshore and offshore directed 
suspended sediment transport changes from an hourly balance just outside the bar zone to an 
almost entirely seasonal balance on the beach. The bar zone can be considered as an 
intermediate area: there is certainly onshore directed transport under non-breaking conditions, 
but of a smaller annual importance than on the beach. Under surf conditions offshore directed 
transport dominates despite opposition from shoreward transport (Ruessink, 1998). 
The previous suggestion, coupled to the observation (Wijnberg, 1995) that the bar cycle itself 
does not result in net loss or gain of sand from the bar zone, nor in a net change in position of 
sand on the time scale of the bar cycle, results in the (preliminar)conclusion that the 
movement of bars does not cause a net loss or gain of sand in the nearshore zone (Ruessink, 
1998). 

3 STUDY AREA 

Several coastal cells along the North Sea coast situated north of Nes (transect 11.200 to 
12.400) were studied. Expansion of the area was required for monitoring long-term longshore 
effects. The final study area (Fig. 6) was chosen from transect 11.200 (RD 178.700, west of 
Nes) to 17.000 (RD 184.700, east of Buren). It is an area of 6 km alongshore and it extends 
about 3 km cross-shore. The shoreline is oriented West-East. 

3.1 Morphology 

Morphodynamic beach states can be dissipative, intermediate or reflective (Short & Hesp, 
1982; Wright & Short, 1984). Central Ameland's coast ranges within the intermediate beach 
type. The nearshore zone contains at least 2 bars. The overall nearshore slope is about 1:175. 
The average beach width is about 200 m. With shore-parallel winds, barchans were observed 
on the beach; they form within hours and disappear within several days. The area contains an 
uninterrupted row of foredunes of 7 to 10 m height. Its seaward slope forms a continuous and 
regular dunefront, due to nourishments. Native beach sand, which could be found a few 
hundred metres to the west of the study area, was composed of fine-grained, very well sorted 
quartz sand (Van der Wal, 1998). 

3.2 Hydrodynamics 

The study site can be characterised as a mixed tide-wave dominated coast with a meso-tidal 
range and a high-energy, sea-dominated wave climate. The mean annual wave height is about 
1.2 m, and the mean tidal range is 2.4 m. Currents form the main dynamic features of this 
coastal stretch. The easterly directed longshore currents induce longshore drift. The tidal 
currents in the deeper zones along this beach, can be directed in either a mean easterly or 
westerly direction, dependent on the tidal stage (Chapter 3). Wind-driven currents are 
important in the study area, because the coastline is oriented parallel to the frequently 
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occurring westerly winds (Ruessink & Kroon, 1994). They can suppress the ebb-flow and 
enhance easterly directed flood-flow. In addition to these common conditions, anomalous 
weather or sea conditions, such as storm floods, occur. Storm floods, also known as storm 
tides or storm surges, are high waters as a result of storms, that are raised by favourable tidal 
conditions. The number of storm floods per year could be important for Ameland's 
morphodynamics, because wave attack at the dunefoot or cliff toe is generally infrequent and 
related to combined incidence of high tidal levels and strong wave action. With the raised 
water levels, little energy dissipation occurs and thus more energy is available to erode the 
cliff (Bray & Hooke, 1997). For the behaviour of nearshore bars, Kroon (1994) has already 
remarked the importance of storms. 

3.3 Artificial impacts: nourishments 

Artificial impacts are limited to beach and dune nourishments, the profiling of marine cliffs, 
the construction of sand fences at the dunefoot and the planting of marram grass on 
foredunes. There are no groynes or harbour moles present in the area. 
Central Ameland's coast is erosive. To maintain its 1990 coastline position, this coast is 
frequently nourished; the beach is raised and foredunes are protected by dunefront 
nourishments, which erode during the autumn and winter storms. 

4 METHODS 

The method comprised the use of remote sensing data and basic image-processing techniques 
for qualitative assessment of géomorphologie change, and the use of (mainly) elevation data 
in a spatio-temporal GIS, i.e. PCRaster (Karssenberg, 1996), to assess it (semi-)quantitatively. 
The factors existing morphology, storm floods and nourishments were related to coastal 
behaviour in the (semi-)quantitative study. 

4.1 Review of existing methods of analysis 

A review of previous research with remote sensing data and dynamic modelling follows, so 
that the method applied in the current study can be placed in perspective. 

Monitoring beach-dune and beach-nearshore interactions 

Remote sensing data can be used to integrate elevation data. To obtain information on the 
sediment budget, profile data along transects have been collected in various monitoring 
programmes (e.g. Larson & Kraus, 1994). Detailed surveys of profiles are, however, time 
consuming and often site specific, so that accurate determination of the sediment yield is 
difficult. Soundings of nearshore topography cannot be used for detailed process-based 
sediment budget analysis because the alongshore spatial interval between the cross-shore 
profiles is too large to detect morphological features like rip channels. These features can be 
distinguished on aerial photographs, and in this sense their synergistic use can contribute to 
the research (Hesp & Hilton, 1996). Remote sensing data can provide a full spatial coverage 
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of the sub-aerial part of the coast; different sensors allow data collection of the under water 
part as well. 

Remote sensing images can generate elevation data when they are studied with 
photogrammetrical techniques. These techniques allow extraction of detailed height 
information for determination of sediment budgets. The erosion cliff is often an easily 
detectable object from remote sensing data; e.g. by the clear differentiation between the 
eroded sandy dunefront and the vegetated top of the dune. The scale of the changes favours 
the use of airborne remote sensing data (e.g. aerial photographs or airborne videography). 
Therefore, aerial remote sensing data is frequently used to monitor coastal erosion by means 
of cliff retreat. 
• Balson et al. (1996) used scanned aerial photographs in Intergraph's Image Station to 

produce a digital terrain model (DTM) of the Holderness coast. 
• Moore et al. (in prep.) used several sets of photographs, softcopy photogrammetry (Erdas 

Imagine OrthoMAX) and geographic information system technology (Arclnfo) to 
determine and predict shoreline erosion maps of Santa Cruz County and San Diego 
County. 

• Blok (1996) used aerial CCD-video imagery and R-Wei's Desktop Mapping System to 
derive information on the relief of Ameland (see Chapter 4, this thesis). 

• Jansen (pers. comm.) reports how airborne laser altimetry (or LIDAR mapping) allows 
direct height measurements. This is being tested in Germany, the Netherlands (see 
Chapter 9), the United Kingdom, and the United States of America. 

Remote sensing techniques can collect data during unfavourable weather conditions. Chapter 
3 shows that radar satellites can collect data (ERS SAR data) under many different tidal and 
weather conditions; this includes storms and storm floods. 

Remote sensing data can monitor the (subaqueous) evolution of nourishments. Frequently the 
supra- and intertidal parts of the beach are monitored by levelling, whereas the subtidal part 
of nourishments are surveyed by echo sounders (Hoekstra et al, 1996). 

Modelling beach-dune and beach-nearshore interactions 

Many models have been made for the prediction of (the impact of) beach and dune erosion. 
They are based on concepts of equilibrium profiles, and as far as shoreline position concerns, 
on the extrapolation of trends. 
Bruun (1954) introduced the equilibrium profiles concept by relating water depth to offshore 
distance. The equilibrium profile is based on the interaction of constructive forces, which 
initiate a landward movement of sediment particles, and destructive forces, which are related 
to seaward directed transport. A critical view of the validity of the use of the concept of 
equilibrium is given by Pilkey et al. (1993). Overviews of cross-shore models have been 
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given by Steetzel (1993), Van de Graaff (1994), and Schoonees and Theron (1995); some 
extracted examples will be given below. 
• The computational model to assess the safety of dunes as a sea defence is meant for 

events with a very small chance of occurrence. The parameters used are based on 
experiments by Vellinga (1983, 1986). The model describes the dune erosion profile after 
storm conditions (TAW, 1984, 1990). By combining this erosion profile with the initial 
pre-storm profile, the erosion quantity can be computed using the idea of a closed 
sediment balance (Steetzel, 1993). 

• Daily profile developments and the effects of modest storm surges can be predicted with 
the model of time dependent beach and dune erosion of Kriebel and Dean (1985). 

Steetzel (1993) differentiates between equilibrium profiles and quasi-equilibrium profiles; the 
first describe an equilibrium after a storm, the latter describe a quasi-equilibrium during a 
storm. Some examples of quasi-equilibrium profile models are presented below. 
• Swart (1974) proposed a D-profile, in which D is the difference between the equilibrium 

form and the actual form. The offshore transport at any location in this D-profile at any 
time is proportional to D. 

• The SBEACH-model (Larson et al., 1990) includes options to predict recovery of the 
profile after storm. Based on an analysis of wave-tank experiments, semi-empirical 
transport rate relations have been developed for different regions of the cross-shore 
profile. The model simulates macro-scale profile change, such as growth and movement 
ofbarsandberms. 

• Another example is the DUIN-model by Roelvink (Steetzel, 1993). 

For the assessment of the effects of arbitrary hydraulic conditions on a cross-shore profile 
Steetzel (1993) developed a cross-shore transport model that is based on the physics of the 
erosion process involved, namely transport of sediment during extreme hydraulic conditions. 
Starting with an initial pre-storm profile and a description of the storm surge (water level and 
wave heights), the model computes the development of a cross-shore profile during the 
storm. 
Schoonees and Theron (1995) evaluated 10 mathematical cross-shore transport models 
according to their theoretical basis (mainly sediment transport) and the associated verification 
data (mainly beach-nearshore morphodynamics). The models of Bailard, Steetzel and 
LIPACK (of the Danish Hydraulic Institute) belonged to the best group. 

The prediction of shoreline change uses extrapolation of trends at certain points in the beach 
profile. Historical trends may be extrapolated to produce estimates of future retreat. Linear 
extrapolations that assume a constant trend were generally preferable because of their 
simplicity (Dolan et ai, 1991; Fenster et al, 1993). Disadvantages of this approach are that 
factors on other scales are excluded, and that it assumes that all influencing factors will 
remain constant. The linear prediction method has been applied in an automated GIS analysis 
of shoreline change of the Massachusetts coastline (Van Dusen, 1997). 
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Mathematical modelling of the general properties of the spatial and temporal behaviour of 
fills under average longshore sand transport conditions has been implemented by the use of 
simple closed-form solutions of the sediment continuity equation. Subsequently, eroded 
volume and contour movement can evaluated as a function of storm type, fill cross-section, 
grain size and time (Larson & Kraus, 1991). 

Monitoring bar behaviour 

A video technique based on wave dissipation was used to estimate the spatial and temporal 
variability of nearshore sand-bar morphology (Lippmann & Holman, 1990). The data consist 
of daily time-exposure images of incident waves breaking on an open coast sandy beach, 
which may be used to infer bar morphology (Lippmann & Holman, 1989). Moreover, an 
automated technique for the detection of small- and large-scale variations in nearshore zone 
topography was tested. This technique utilizes trinocular stereogrammetry to recover 
topographic information from a set of synchronous, overlapping video images. The foreshore 
topography is mapped by following the movement of the sharply defined foamy run-up edge 
that visibly contrasts with the darker, underlying, saturated beachface (Holland & Holman, 
1997). 

Modelling bar behaviour 

Several models for the prediction of bar behaviour have been developed lately. 
• Wijnberg (1995) hypothesised the systematic degeneration of outer bars to occur due to 

changing balance in the occurrence of very asymmetric waves (that degenerate the bar), 
and the occurrence of conditions with breaking waves (that maintain the bar topography). 
To obtain these parameters from the offshore wave climate data, a probabilistic model has 
been developed: the WAVIS model (WAVes In the Surf-zone) (Van Rijn & Wijnberg, 
1994). The results of the calculations support the proposed mechanism for the 
degeneration of the outer bar. 

• Another modelling attempt with respect to bar behaviour was reported by Larson and 
Kraus (1989). SBEACH, a two-dimensional numerical model for calculating dune and 
beach erosion produced by storm waves and water levels that aims to reproduce macro-
scale features of the beach profile, which focus on the formation and movement of 
longshore bars (section 2.2). 

Nourishment has also been studied in relation to bar behaviour. Houwman and Ruessink 
(1996) used the Bailard and the adapted Van Rijn/Ribberink model to calculate the long-term 
bedload and suspended load transport in the surfzone to determine the actual fate of a feeder 
berm in Terschelling. 
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4.2 Data 

The data used to study the central part of Ameland consisted of remote sensing data, 
JARKUS data, storm flood lists and nourishment project descriptions. 
• Remote sensing data were used to monitor the change of géomorphologie units. SPOT-

PAN data of 1989 and scanned aerial photographs of 1992 and 1995 were rectified and 
compared. The JARKUS profiles for these years were also compared in order to monitor 
migration of the erosion cliff in the dunefront nourishment and the movement of bars. 

• Yearly coastal profiles, i.e. the JARKUS data, were used to construct elevation maps of 
the study area. JARKUS data from 1985 to 1996 were converted to lists of x-, y-, z-
values. They were interpolated to form a 20 x 20 m grid using inverse distance 
interpolation with anisotropy in Surfer. The produced ASCII-files could be imported into 
PCRaster to form elevation maps. They have been plotted as 1 m interval maps, and were 
used to extract additional morphological information for the study area. 

• Reports of Rijkswaterstaat (DGW/RIZA, 1992, 1993; RIZA, 1994; RIKZ/RIZA, 1994, 
1996, 1997) were consulted to derive storm floods (also known as storm tides or storm 
surges). These are high waters as a result of a storm enhanced by favourable tidal 
conditions. The yearly number of storm flood days are listed in Table 1. The succession 
of these storm flood days was related to morphological developments that were derived 
from the elevation maps. 

• Nourishment project descriptions (Table 2) were used to construct nourishment maps. 
Nourishments were regarded as additions of certain sediment volumes to the coast. These 
sediment volumes have been subtracted from and added to the elevation maps. 

Table 1. The number of storm flood days per year. 

date nr of storm flood days date nr of storm flood days 
1984 4 1990 6 
1985 0 1991 1 
1986 2 1992 1 
1987 0 1993 7 
1988 1 1994 3 
1989 1 1995 3 

Table 2. Overview of the design dimensions of the nourishments. 

date location type volume (106m3) 
1980 10.000-16.000 dune 2.20 
1990 12.400-17.000 dune 

13.800-15.200 inner dunes total 0.97 
1992 11.500-19.600 beach 1.44 

11.500-12.800 dune 0.23 total 1.67 
1996 07.200-11.200 beach 1.56 
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An assessment of the data now follows. 
• Chapter 2 (of this thesis) assesses the remote sensing data to be used for description of the 

development of various units of central Ameland's North Sea coast. Relevant features can 
best be observed with various airborne remote sensing techniques. 

• The JARKUS database contains inaccuracies. The exact magnitude of these is unclear, 
but as a rule of thumb an error of 0.3 m can be assumed. A full profile of one single year 
thus contains inaccuracies because of the data collection method. It is common at 
Rijkswaterstaat to incorporate the full JARKUS data in their analysis; this was done in 
this study too. The data for one year is, however, usually collected at two different 
instances; the under water part and subaerial part of the profile are not usually collected 
on the same date. Another problem is that the profiles do not always reach the system 
boundaries that delineate the area where the main sediment exchange occurs. Concerning 
the use of profile data, Kroon (1994) remarked that the soundings of the nearshore 
topography cannot be used for accurate sediment budget analysis because the alongshore 
spatial interval between the cross-shore profiles is too large to detect all morphological 
features, for example rip channels. In addition the landward, seaward and longshore 
boundaries of the budget area are open. Finally, the data consist of profiles. These were 
interpolated to several regular grids which constituted elevation maps. The interpolation 
introduced extra inaccuracies. 

• A storm flood is defined as the condition in which a critical water level is exceeded. The 
critical water level is related to the difference between the actual high water level and the 
astronomically predicted high water level, taking into account storm-induced differences 
in times of high and low water (DGW/RIZA, 1993; RIKZ/RIZA, 1997). Additional 
inaccuracy is incorporated in defining storm floods in the number of storm flood days, 
because their duration is probably related to their impact. Storm floods of a few hours and 
storm floods of a full day (two high-tides) counted both for one occurrence. 

• Nourishments were evaluated by adding sediment volumes to and subtracting sediment 
volumes from the elevation maps. Some locational inaccuracies might be incorporated in 
the subtraction of nourishments. 

With regard to the inaccuracies mentioned above, it should be remembered that this is a semi
quantitative study, in which the focus is on long-term (i.e. longer then yearly) trends. 
Actually, this is the way in which these data are commonly used (e.g. Westlake, 1995). 

Relationships between the data 

The influence of storm floods and nourishments are often registered in the JARKUS data of 
the following year (Fig. 3). 
• A series of storm floods occurred in the spring of 1990, and then the JARKUS data were 

collected in August 1990. 
• The area was nourished in 1990 and subsequently the JARKUS data of 1991 were 

collected. The on-land JARKUS data for 1992 were collected. 
• The area was nourished again, while the subaqueous JARKUS data collection of 1992 

took place. 
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• Several storm floods occurred in the spring of 1993, which was followed by the 1993 
JARKUS data collection. 

• Several storm floods occurred in the winter of 1993 and in the spring of 1994, and 
subsequently the 1994 data were collected. 

1989 

1990 

JARKUS data collection 
— storm floods 

1991 -| 

1992 

JARKUS data collection 
nourishment 

— JARKUS data collection 

1993 

— JARKUS data coll. (land) 
— nourishment 
— JARKUS data coll. (sea) 

storm floods 

— JARKUS data collection 
storm floods 

1994-1 
— JARKUS data collection 

Figure 3. Temporal relationships between the data. 

4.3 Method of analysis 

Image processing in this study was kept to a minimum and the focus is on the practical 
geomorphological information that could be provided by remote sensing. Besides, volumetric 
modelling stimulates thinking about the location where eroded sediment remains. This is in 
contrast to most models, which focus on causal relations between wave conditions and 
erosion (section 4.1). These choices lead to a new method of analysis, which will be 
described in the following sections. 

4.3.1 Volumetric studies of landscape units 

With the elevation maps shown in Fig. 6, an inventory was made of the overall volumetric 
behaviour of the study area and of the exchange of sediment between the landscape units. 
The map totals of the area shared by all maps (the total volumes per year), and the area totals 
for the landscape units, nearshore zone, beach and foredunes (the volumes per landscape 
unit) were listed. In accordance with the ideas presented in Fig. 4, it was attempted to link this 
behaviour to natural driving forces and management practices, because it was assumed that 
these factors could influence the sand volumes. To study these influences, the map totals of 
the area shared by all maps (the total volumes per year), and the area totals for the landscape 
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units (the volumes per landscape unit), were compared to the data on these natural forces and 
management practices (section 4.2; Fig. 3). 
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4.3.2 Analysis of nearshore bar behaviour 

Subsequently, the elevation maps were used for description of the longshore behaviour of the 
nearshore bars. The bars are those long stretches on the 1 m interval maps that belong to a 
certain class and are surrounded by a lower class (Fig. 6). Movements of bar attachment 
points were extracted from these maps by registering the x-coordinates of the beginning of 
the wedges between the inner nearshore bar and the beach. A possible relation between the 
longshore behaviour and the number of storm flood days or the occurrence of nourishments 
was examined. 
For cross-shore analysis, the elevations in the maps were assigned to eight height classes (see 
Table 3), which resulted in maps with height classes ('Hohenschichten Karten'). A bar was 
defined as an area in a higher class surrounded by a lower class. As a result of the classes 
chosen, only bars with crests that differed more than 2 m from the base of the adjacent 
troughs at a 20 x 20 m pixel size could be detected. These classes were used in a profile 
analysis. Five cross-shore transects, which were 50 m apart, were selected from the time 
series of classified maps for the cross-shore description of the behaviour of the bars. 
Subsequently the bar movement per transect and the movement per bar were analyzed and 
the mean bar movement rate was derived. Finally, the potential relation between the cross-
shore behaviour and the number of storm flood days or nourishments was tested. 

Table 3. Classes used in the cross-shore analysis of bars. 

intervals (m) assigned class average (m) 
>2 5.0 

1 - 0 0.5 
0 - - 1 -0.5 

-1 - - 2 -1.5 
- 2 - - 3 -2.5 
- 3 - - 4 -3.5 
-4 - -5 -4.5 

<-5 -7.0 

4.3.3 Modelling of overall behaviour 

A model describing the morphological development of the landscape was made to predict the 
future morphology of central Ameland's North Sea coast (Eleveld, 1996; Van der Linden, 
1997). This model requires certain assumptions to be made about the volumetric 
development of the study area and about bar behaviour, which were studied using the 
previously mentioned methods. 
The model was formulated in PCRaster and was based on the overall sediment transport. To 
predict the mean longshore sediment transport, (the values of) all cells in the area prone to the 
daily influence of the sea were moved to the east (right). The mean northerly cross-shore 
transport was predicted in a similar way. Additionally, a module was made for the retreat of 
the erosion cliff in the nourished foredunes and for subsequent deposition of sand on the 
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beach. The assumptions are indicated below. The program is given in Annex 1. 
The preliminary conceptual model is based on the following assumptions: 
• the inner dunes are stable, 
• the foredunes erode and subsequently the sand accumulates at the dunefoot and on the 

beach, 
• the beach erodes, 
• the mean foreshore profile steepens; nearshore bars migrate. 

To validate the model, the maps generated by the model were related to the actual maps for 
several data series. The model was tested by making predictions for 1986 to 1990 with the 
elevation map of 1985 as input. Predictions for the following years are not useful for this test 
because the area was nourished in 1990. Further testing was performed by predicting the 
elevation in 1992 (in 1992 another nourishment had been carried out) with the elevation map 
of 1991 and by predicting the elevations from 1994 to 1996 with the elevation map of 1993. 
These predicted elevation maps were compared with real elevations on maps of the 
corresponding years (Van der Linden, 1997). 
Some maps were created to predict the propagation of errors and perform sensitivity analysis. 
An error (of 10 cm) was both added to and subtracted from the elevation maps. The 
predictions with these maps were compared to predictions with the regular elevation maps 
and to the actual elevation maps (Van der Linden, 1997). 
The model could be used to predict the morphological development under the influence of 
storm floods and nourishment (Fig. 4). However, in practice it has only been used in a 
volumetric evaluation of nourishment practices (Van der Linden, 1997). 
The model was used to predict the future morphology. Predictions were made with the 
elevation map of 1996 as input. Additionally, nourishments were added to this map and 
predictions with these nourishments were carried out. Finally, the results of these predictions 
were compared. 

5 RESULTS 

Figures 5 and 6 allow general characteristics of the area to be discriminated. Figure 5 gives an 
overview of the North Sea coast north of Nes (transect 11.200-12.400, in the western part of 
the study area) by a combination of remote sensing data with JARKUS data. The active 
features, i.e. the erosion cliff and the nearshore bars, were derived from the occurrence of 
shadows and breaking waves on the remote sensing data and were indicated in the profile 
data. Both the horizontal overview offered by the remote sensing data and the vertical look 
from profile data indicate absence or presence of nourishment, and the outward moving trend 
of the bars. 
Figure 6 displays the elevation maps of the study area from 1985 to 1996. The overview of 
the study area shows an undulating dune area, a relatively small but elongated beach, and an 
extensive nearshore zone. The most active part of the study area is in the centre of the maps, 
which primarily depict the bars, but also offer information on cliff retreat and beach width. 
Although over the study period profound differences between the maps occur, they still 
feature a regular development; their yearly order is clear. 
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5.1 Budgets of landscape units 

Table 4 presents the total volumes for the maximum area shared by all maps. The list of 
sorted total sediment volumes shows that the maximum amount of sand was encountered in 
1985 and the minimum in 1993 without nourishment (the 1992-nourishment was subtracted 
from the map). There was no clear historical order in the range of yearly total volumes. 
Then, the list was related to driving forces and management practices. The total volume after 
the storms in 1990 was low. The total volumes of the maps of 1991 and 1993 from which the 
nourishments were subtracted (1991s and 1993s) were low as well. With the nourishments 
they end up in the middle range (1993) or in a high volume contents (1991). So far, the total 
volumes seem to reflect the influence of storm floods and nourishments. The total volume of 
1994, which should also reflect much storm activity, is high. This is in contrast to what would 
be expected, but it might be related to the poor quality of the 1994 map, which seems to 
contain data errors. 

Table 4. Sorted total sediment volumes. 

year volume (106m3) year volume 106m3) 
1985 -26.52 1992 -27.20 
1988 -26.60 1993 -27.30 
1991 -26.76 1996 -27.34 
1987 -26.94 1986 -27.78 
1994 -27.03 1991s -28.05 
1989 -27.04 1990 -28.18 
1995 -27.13 1993s -28.63 

Figure 7 presents a comparison of landscape units. 
• A trend of a decreasing volume of the foredunes can be seen from 1987 to 1989. An 

absolute minimum in the foredune volume occurred in 1990. From 1991 to 1996 the 
volume increased again. Two extreme increments in 1991 and 1993 were the result of 
human interference in the form of beach and dune nourishments. 

• On average the volume of beach has increased over the last 11 years. A maximum beach 
width was present in 1994, almost two years after the autumn 1992 nourishment. 
(However, prudence is called for when interpreting the information of 1994, because of 
an error in the data.) 

• The volume of the nearshore zone accounts for the largest volume in the active region, 
and in this data set. On average, the nearshore zone seems to have steepened somewhat 
over the last 11 years. The second highest nearshore zone was found after the 1990 
storms. 

The exchange of sand volumes between landscape units relative to a -10 m plane can be 
correlated to storm floods and nourishment practices. Storms at the beginning of 1990 eroded 
the foredunes and deposited material on the beach and on the nearshore zone (see 1990). The 
influence of dune nourishment in autumn 1990 can be seen on the maps of 1991. The volume 
of foredunes increases, at the expense of the volume of beach. The nearshore zone volume is 
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also small. The beach and dune nourishment in 1992 can be perceived as an increase in the 
volume of the foredunes. The volume of beach is high at the expense of the nearshore zone 
volume. The nourishment was eroded heavily in 1992 and in 1994, which resulted in a large 
increase in beach volume in 1994 (the latter could also be due to an error in the 1994 data ). 
The nearshore zone volume slightly increases in 1995 and 1996. 
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Figure 7. Evolution of sediment volumes per landscape unit relative to -10 m NAP level, (a) 
Sediment volume in the nearshore zone; (b) beach volume; (c) foredune volume. 
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5.2 Bar behaviour 

Longshore trends 

Figure 6 shows the nearshore bars from 1985 to 1996. There are four bars in the system, 
which have been numbered 1 to 4. 
• In 1985, three bars can be discriminated. These are an outer bar (1) with a crest at a depth 

of -3.5 m, an inner nearshore bar (2), and a swashbar (3). The trough between the outer 
bar (1) and the inner nearshore bar (2) is large. 

• In 1986 the outer bar (1) degenerates at a crest-depth of-4.5. The inner nearshore bar (2) 
migrates seaward and becomes deeper. The swashbar (3) detaches from the beach and 
evolves into a second inner nearshore bar. A start is made with the formation of a new 
swashbar (4). 

• In 1987 the outer bar (1) disintegrates further. Bar 2 is starting to separate from the beach. 
The former swashbar (3) continues to build; a trough is forming, and the bar can be 
defined as an inner bar. The new swashbar (4) develops. 

• In 1988 the outer bar (1) is gone. In the west, the inner nearshore bar (2) becomes an 
outer bar. It is still connected to the beach by bar attachment points. The second inner bar 
(3) migrates seawards. The new swashbar (4) can just be distinguished. 

• In 1989 only bars 2 and 3 can be distinguished. From 1988 onwards, bar 2 is connected in 
the west and it is growing outward in the east. The trough between bar 2 and the present 
inner bar (3) is growing. 

• In 1990 the new outer bar (2) is already degenerating. The bar attachment point is moving 
east. The current first inner bar (3) is the main mover. The present second inner bar (4) is 
growing. 

• In 1991 the degeneration of the outer bar (2) continues. Bar 3 is still present. 
• In 1992 the outer bar (2) moves out of the system in the east. An obvious trough forms 

between the inner bar (3) and the beach. 
• In 1993 the outer bar (2) is gone. An extended elongated trough exists between bar 3 and 

the beach. Bar 3 remains attached to the beach in the west. Bar 4 is forming. 
• In 1994 bar 3 and 4 are the dominant bars. The map of 1994 consists of two parts, 

possibly due to an error in the JARKUS data. 
• In 1995 the eastern part of the outer bar (3) has moved outward. The bar attachment point 

has moved east. Bar 4 is becoming more apparent. The trough between bar 3 and the 
beach increases. 

• In 1996 the bars (3 and 4) are at an angle to each other. 

In summary, the number of distinct bar features that can be distinguished varies from 4 (in 
1986 and 1993) to 2 (in 1995 and 1996). In general, 3 bars, an outer bar and two inner 
nearshore bars, can be seen. The swashbar is not always visible. The outer bars seem to 
degenerate when the crest depth is -4.5 m. After 1989, rhythmicity occurs. The crescentic 
pattern of the inner nearshore bar can be ascribed to the presence of a low-tide terrace, which 
is a point of attachment between the inner nearshore bar and the beach (section 2.3). 
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Figure 8 shows that movement of bar attachment points has been perceived for the last nine 
out often years. The bar attachment points move fast and fluctuate greatly. There is a main 
westerly direction of movement. The maximum movement that occurred was 1.64 km/year. 
Migrating bar attachment points influence the (cross-shore) behaviour of the bars. 

Finally, longshore trends were related to driving forces and management practices. Fig. 6 
seems to indicate that coastal development was quite regular over the whole period (1985-
1996). The movement of the bar attachment points (Fig. 8) was studied to see if any 
irregularities occurred, which could indicate a relationships between storm floods or 
nourishments and the morphological changes. First, the focus was on the period of 1989-
1990 (which comprises the spring 1990 storm floods). A westerly movement of the bar 
attachment point of 1020 m/year is high but not unusual when compared to movements of the 
attachment point associated with bar 3 (Fig. 8). Therefore, this movement also does not 
necessarily support the idea of a major influence of storm floods on longshore trends. Then, 
the influence of nourishment practices on bar movements also could not be found. 

.attachment point bar 2 

.attachment point bar 3 
-500 

(b) Movement of bar attachment points (m/yr) 

bar 2 bar 3 all bars 

sum 480 3260 3740 
number 5 4 9 
mean 96 815 416 

max 1020 1640 1640 
min -460 160 -460 + westerly, - easterly 

Figure 8. Longshore bar migration rates, (a) Movement of bar attachment points, (b) 
Statistics. 
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Cross-shore trends 

Figure 9 shows the movement of bars per transect. 
• In Transect 50, bar 1 is rapidly moving seaward followed by bar 2. After 1986 bar 1 

degenerates and bar 2 moves seaward more slowly. It speeds up (in the period 1987-
1988) and slows down and degenerates between 1989 and 1990. After that period, bars 
were absent, or occurred for only one period (bars 3 and 4). 

• In Transect 100, bars 1 and 2 occur simultaneously at first. Bar 2 moves faster seaward 
then bar 1. The seaward movement of bar 2 slowed down after bar 1 has degenerated. 
Then this speed increases again until 1988-1989. From then onwards seaward movement 
becomes minimal and even shifts into landward movement until the bar disappears after 
1990-1991. Then a new seaward-moving bar (3) forms, however. Its seaward-directed 
movement temporarily slows down between 1993 and 1994. 

• In Transect 150, bar 1 and 2 occur simultaneously at first. Bar 1 moves landward and 
degenerates. Bar 2 speeds up and then slows down. Since 1989-1990, bars 2 and 3 occur 
simultaneously; bar 3 closely follows bar 2. Then bar 2 disintegrates and bar 3 accelerates 
landward. Between 1994 and 1995 the bar moves seaward. 

• In Transect 200, a bar is almost continuously present. Bar 1 disintegrates in 1987 and bar 
2 degenerates in 1992. In these instances, bar 1 is moving just landward and bar 2 is 
moving just seaward. Bar 3 is moving seaward at an almost continuous speed of about 50 
m/year. 

• In Transect 250, bar 1 disappears. Bar 2 appears and first accelerates and then decelerates. 
Between 1989 and 1990, bar 3 appears and moves simultaneously with bar 2. Then bar 2 
disappears, followed a few years later by the disappearance of bar 3. From 1992-1993, a 
dominant bar is lacking. 

An overview of the movement along all transects facilitates the comparison of the five 
transects. In time, bar 1 and 2 have been replaced by bar 3 and 4. The bars move on average 
about 50 m/year. The statistics for bar movements along all these 5 transects will be given 
after a discussion of the movement per bar. 

Figure 10 shows the movement per bar. 
• Bar 1 shows a large seaward moving trend in the first period and a slightly landward 

moving trend in the second period, before disappearing. 
• Bar 2 shows two peaks in seaward movement; between 1985 and 1986 and between 1988 

and 89. Its degeneration is preceded by either a slow seaward movement (for the most 
easterly profiles) or a slight landward movement (for the most westerly profiles). This 
position-based difference in behaviour is related to the migrating bar attachment points 
(see longshore behaviour). 

• Bar 3 is moving seawards at a regular pace, with the exception of one landward moving 
event. 

In comparison, bar 1 and bar 2 display similar behaviour over the entire 4 km between 
Transect 50 and Transect 250. Along the coast, the movement of bar 3 has shifted and 
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different behaviour occurs under the influence of the relatively fast migrating bar attachment 
points in the later stages (Fig. 8). 

Transect 50 Transect 100 
200 

_bar1 

.bar 2 

_bar3 

.bar 4 

_bar 1 

.bar 2 

.bar 3 

Transect 150 Transect 200 

.bar 1 

.bar 2 

.bar 3 

200 

.bar 1 

.bar 2 

.bar 3 

Transect 250 All data along 5 transects, 1985-1996 
200 200 

150 

100 

50 

bar1 
0 

bar 2 -50 

bar 3 
-100 

Transect, RD-coord: 50=179600; 100=180600; 150=181600; 200=182600; 250=183600 
y-axes: + seaward, - landward 
x-axes, period: 1 = 85-86; 2 = 86-87; 3 = 87-88; 4 = 88-89; 5 = 89-90; 6 = 90-91 ; 

7 = 91-92; 8 = 92-93; 9 = 93-94;10= 94-95;11= 95-96 

Figure 9. Cross-shore bar migration rates per transect. 
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Movement of bar 1 
between 1985-1996 

Movement of bar 2 
between 1985-1996 

Movement of bar 3 
between 1985-1996 

Movement of bar 4 
between 1985-1996 

Transect, RD-Coord: 50=179600; 100=180600; 150=181600; 200=182600; 250=183600 
y-axes: velocities (m/year) + seaward, - landward 
x-axes, period: 1 = 85-86; 2 = 86-87; 3 = 87-88; 4 = 88-89; 5 = 89-90; 6 = 90-91 ; 

7 = 91-92; 8 = 92-93; 9 = 93-94; 10= 94-95; 11= 95-96. 

Figure 10. Cross-shore bar migration rates for four bars. 

Figure 11 summarises cross-shore bar migration rates. The mean bar movement is 57 m per 
year in a seawards direction. The frequency distribution of bar movement velocities in classes 
of 40 m/year appears to be normal. Cross-shore, the bars move relatively slowly and fluctuate 
little compared to the magnitude of the long-shore movement of bar attachment points. 

Finally, the cross-shore trends were related to driving forces and management practices. Fig. 
6 seems to indicate that coastal development is quite regular over the whole period (1985-
1996). The cross-shore profile analyses (Figs 9 & 10) were studied to see if any irregularities 
occurred that could indicate a relationships between storm floods and morphological changes. 
The focus was on the period of 1989-1990 (which comprises the spring 1990 storm floods). 
Storms are generally associated with a degeneration of the outer bars and subsequent outward 
movement of the inner bars (Ruessink & Kroon, 1994). When considering the movement per 
bar (Fig. 10, Movement of bar 3 1985-1996), no evidence was found of degeneration. 
Actually, the creation of bar 3 has been perceived instead. Furthermore, in contrast to what 
was expected, seaward movement between 1989 and 1990 (a period characterised by many 
storm floods) was rather slow compared to activity that could be perceived between 1988 and 
1989 (Fig 9). 
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(a) Migration rates (m/yr) 

bar1 bar 2 bar 3 bar 4 all bars 

sum 560 1580 1270 10 3420 

number (n) 8 26 25 1 60 

mean 70 61 51 10 57 

max 170 180 110 10 180 

min -30 -60 -80 10 -80 

Distribution of velocities of bar movement 

-80 20 60 100 
\<m/yr) 

180 

+ seaward, - landward 

Figure 11. Cross-shore bar migration rates, (a) General statistics, (b) Distribution. 

5.3 Prediction 

The previously presented results on the volumetric exchange of sand between the landscape 
units and on bar behaviour were used in a simple model, based on long-shore and cross-shore 
transport, and on retreat of the erosion cliff. Additional values for parameters in the model 
were derived by testing predicted elevations against measured elevations. 

In the model, the inner dunes are presumed to be stable (Annex 1). On the seaward slope of 
the foredunes, 1.5 m sand is eroded per year. This sand is transported to a downstream pixel, 
which results in accumulation of the sand at the dunefoot and on the beach. The beach erodes 
1 m/year. The foreshore steepens, and on the foreshore the bars migrate seaward at an 
average rate of 60 m/year (results from statistics of cross-shore bar movement). Bar 
generation and degeneration are not incorporated in this model. 
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Testing was performed la. by predicting elevations from 1994 to 1996 with the elevation 
map of 1993. These predicted elevation maps were compared with maps of corresponding 
years with measured elevation values. The elevation in the dune complex in the predicted 
maps is similar to the elevation in the real maps. In 1994 and 1995, the predicted elevation 
and location of the dunefoot are good. In 1996, the dunefoot is located too far landwards in 
the predicted maps. In all predicted maps, the beach is about 20 (to 50) cm too low. The 
location of the bars in 1994 is comparable to the bar location on the real maps. In 1995 and 
1996, the bars are situated 50-70 m too far seawards compared to the real bars. The outer 
foreshore gives an elevation that deviates only with a maximum of 20 cm. 

Elevation maps with an added and subtracted error (of 10 cm) were used in predictions, 
which were compared to predictions from original elevation maps (without the error), as well 
as to actual elevation maps. The comparisons show that errors in elevation data have a minor 
impact on predictions. Frequently predicted elevations are similar, but either 10 cm lower or 
higher. Only at the water line and the dunefoot does a difference of up to 90 cm (for a 
prediction of five years) exist. This difference results from the fact that the pixels are 
classified as another landscape unit, due to the 10 cm higher or lower elevation, so that 
different processes prevail. 

Predictions of the topography in 2000 were made from the elevation map of 1996. Firstly, a 
prediction was made of future elevations if no further nourishments were carried out. 
Compared to the map of 1996, without nourishments the foredunes and the beach retreat 20 
to 40 m and are 0.5 m lower in 2000 (Figure 12). Then, the influence of nourishments was 
investigated. With a nourishment of 0.5 m, the dune ridge retreats about 10 m, and the beach 
is about 40 cm lower. With a nourishment of 2 m, the beach is 1 m higher than in 1996. A 
nourishment of 1 m results in 2000 in a profile that is similar to the elevation profile in 1996, 
so that, according to the model, the retreat of the dunefoot and the reduction of beach height 
would be compensated for. 

6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

This research resulted in a description and prediction of a continuous sandy shoreline under 
influence of natural processes (e.g. storm floods) and human impacts (i.e. nourishments). 
Both remote sensing data and elevation data showed patterns that indicate an erosion cliff in 
the dune front and bars. The position of the erosion cliff changes irregularly, whilst the bars 
exhibit a more-or-less regular development. 
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6.1 Budget analysis 

Storm floods and nourishments are related to sediment exchange between landscape units. 
Storm floods lead to increased foredune erosion and to deposition of material on the beach 
and the nearshore zone. The dune-front and beach nourishments increase the volume of 
foredunes and the beach, respectively. Transport of sand to the beach and the nearshore zone 
was perceived when nourishments are eroded (especially after the 1992 nourishment). This is 
in accordance with Short's (1991) observations of the evolution of the central Netherlands 
coast. In his studies, nourishment resulted in shoreline progradation and erosion of 
nourishments induced lower nearshore gradients. The net result was a wider low-gradient 
beach, fronted by a wide low-gradient surf-nearshore zone. 

Modelling 

The results of the volumetric trend analysis of landscape units and of the behaviour of bars 
were used in the construction of a model in GIS. The model gives good predictions of the 
elevation of central Ameland's North Sea coast. This means that this coast behaves regularly 
on a time scale of years. 
The model could be used to predict morphological development under the influence of storm 
floods and nourishment (Fig. 4). 
• The morphological influence of a nourishment in a certain year can be estimated by 

comparing predictions from pre-nourishment elevation maps with the measured post-
nourishment elevation maps. Another method involves the use of a map constructed by 
subtracting the nourishment map from measured post-nourishment elevation maps. 
Predictions with this map can be compared with predictions from measured post-
nourishment elevation maps. 

• In principle, a similar approach can be followed for the storm floods. The model would 
then allow a volumetric assessment of the possible consequences of recurrent of high 
storm-flood activity {e.g. such as in 1990). Changes that occur in a period with many 
storm floods (between 1989 and 1990) can be determined by subtracting maps. These 
changes could be combined with other maps and be used in simulations. Such simulations 
were, however, not performed because the reaction of the morphology to storm floods is 
thought to be strongly dependent on existing morphology (Chapter 5), so that the change 
map for 1990 cannot be valid for simulation with other years. 

6.2 Bar behaviour 

The bars show a regular cyclic cross-shore behaviour with an important longshore 
component. This study suggests that storm floods are not related to the behaviour of bars; the 
breaker bars display autonomous regular behaviour. However, the JARKUS data used in the 
present study are usually collected in spring, whilst the storm floods typically occur in 
autumn and winter. Therefore, much of the morphologic response might have been obscured 
by the data set. Similar problems with the intervals of the JARKUS data were mentioned by 
Ruessink and Kroon (1994). 
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The regular behaviour of the bars, even after nourishment, was contrary to the hypothesis that 
nourishment sand would be redistributed by the bars. Hoekstra et al. (1996) also found that 
the influence of (a nearshore) nourishment on cross-shore bar behaviour was not as straight 
forward as expected; they found a dominantly longshore transport of sediment from the 
nourishment. The results also suggest that there is no relation between the volume of the 
nearshore zone (Fig. 7) and the cross-shore bar behaviour (Fig. 10); the influence of bars on 
the cross-shore sediment exchange is mainly limited to the nearshore zone itself. This is, 
however, in contradiction with the behaviour on a decadal scale, in which oscillatory 
duneface evolution is correlated with the recurrence frequency of a migratory bar system 
(Stive et al, 1996). 

Modelling 

The current model (Annex 1) includes the movement of bars, even though the results suggest 
that bar movement could be left out of the model if one is only interested in volumes. 
Incorporation of their movement in the model is, however, justified by the general lack of 
knowledge on the behaviour of bars. Recently Wijnberg (1995) and Ruessink (1998) have 
attempted to model various aspects of their cyclic behaviour. In the following sections, 
further possibilities of the current modelling approach are explored. 

Longshore, two situations in bar behaviour occurred: one without bar attachment points, or 
with bar attachment points outside the research area (1985-1986), and the other with bar 
attachment points (1987-1996). If bar attachment points occur, then their movement seems to 
be irregular. Therefore it would be very hard to model their behaviour. 

Cross-shore, there is at least one bar present and, frequently, another two smaller bars also 
exist. 
• A mean bar movement of 57 m/year to seaward was found for Ameland's Central system 

(Fig. 11) and, consequently, a seawards directed bar movement of 60 m/year has been 
modelled (with the PCRaster option upstream, Annex 1). 

• From Figure 6 it can be concluded that the outer bar degenerates at about the -4.5 m level. 
The degeneration could be modelled with the option speadldd (Karssenberg, 1996). 
Therefore, the movement and degeneration of bars can be modelled. 

• The growth of bars, however, would have to be modelled by sediment redistribution 
within the nearshore system. This sediment redistribution could be modelled in PCRaster 
with spreadldd, upstream, to distribute sediment from bars to troughs. The option 
areatotal could be used to monitor the sediment budgets. It is not clear, however, how the 
accumulation of sediment in bars at certain spaces could be modelled. 

• On the inner foreshore, bars should be initiated, but this process, also, could not be 
modelled in PCRaster. Furthermore, the current model (Annex 1) predicts the annual 
elevation of the coastal zone, while on Ameland, a new nearshore bar is only formed once 
every four or five years. Thus, no bars are initiated in the model and the mean profile is 
given instead (Van der Linden, 1997). 
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Conclusions 

In conclusion, the monitoring and modelling of the Central system gives the following 
results. 
• The budgets of the landscape units reflect the influence of storm floods and nourishments. 
• The bars show cyclic cross-shore behaviour with an important longshore component. 
• The exchange of budgets between the landscape units can be modelled. 
• The present model in a GIS could simulate the offshore movement of the bars, but it 

cannot simulate the full cyclic development. 
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Annex 1. Program. 

# A model that predicts the sediment changes along the North Sea coast in the central part 
# of Ameland. 
# Sandra van der Linden and Marieke Eleveld 
# May 1997 

binding 
lniHeight=height.map; 
TransSedLandUnit=trsedlu; 

# Initial elevation map; input map. 
# Reported maps with different sediment transport for 
# different landunits (near shore zone/foreshore, 
# beach, foredunes, dunes). 

areamap 
clone20.map; 

timer 
1 5 1 ; 

initial 
Ldd6=ldd(6); # Sediment transport eastward. 
Ldd9=ldd(9); # Sediment transport to the northeast. 
Ldd8=ldd(8); # Sediment transport to the north. 
Elevation=lniHeight; # The initial elevation is assigned to the variable 

# elevation. 
Elev=if(Elevation<0.5 then Elevation else 0); 
Profile=windowaverage(Elev,600);# The mean underwater profile is calculated. 

dynamic 
#The elevation map is split up in three landunits (foreshore<-1 m (landunit=0); beach>-1 
# and <2 (landunit=1); dunes>2 (landunit=2)). 
LandUnit=scalar(Elevation>-1)+scalar(Elevation>2); 

# Inner dunes are stable. Distance to the beach is more than 61 m and landunit is 2. 
# The distance to the beach 
# is calculated. 

Afstand=spread(LandUnit eq 1,0,1); 

Buffer=if(Afstand<61 and LandUnit>1 then scalar(1) else 0); 

Dunes=if(LandUnit>1 and Buffer eq 0 then IniHeight else 0); 

# Buffer separating the 
# beach from the stable 
# inner dunes. 
#The initial height is 
# assigned to the inner 
# dunes. 

# Outer dunes are unstable, erode and accumulate downstream. 
ForeDunes=if(Buffer eq 1 then Elevation-1.5 else 0); # The dunefront is eroded 

# with 1.5 m. 
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ErodedForeDunes=if(Buffer eq 1 then scalar(0.7) else 0); 
DepForeDunes=if(Afstand<61 then upstream(Ldd8,ErodedForeDunes) else 0); 

# Part of the sediment is deposited 
# on the dunefront and beach. 

DuneEdge=if(Buffer eq 1 and DepForeDunes eq 0 then scalar(0.9) else 0); 
# The edge of the dunefront and the 
# inner dunes are filled with part of 
#the sediment. 

DepositionForeDunes=DepForeDunes+DuneEdge; # Total deposited sediment. 

# Beach erodes. 
Beach=if(LandUnit eq 1 then Elevation-1 else 0); # Beach erodes with 1 m. 
ErodedBeach=if(LandUnit eq 1 then 0.8 else 0); 
DepBeach=if(Afstand<61 then upstream(Ldd8,0.8*ErodedBeach)+upstream(Ldd8, 
upstream(Ldd8,0.2* ErodedBeach)) else 0); # Eroded sediment is transported 

# and spread on the beach and 
# foreshore. 

DepBeach1=if(LandUnit eq 1 then DepBeach else 0);# Deposition on beach. 
DepShore=if(LandUnit eq 0 then DepBeach else 0); # Deposition on foreshore (not 

# used). 
BeachEdge=if(LandUnit eq 1 and DepBeach eq 0 then scalar(0.2) else 0); 

# Deposition on edge beach and 
# dunefront. 

DepositionBeach=BeachEdge+DepBeach1 ; # Total deposited sediment. 

# On the foreshore bar migration takes place. 
NewProf=if(Landl)nit<2 then Profile*1.02 else 0); # The mean profile is lowered 

# every year. 
ElevBar=if(LandUnit eq 0 then Elevation-Profile else 0); # The bar profile is separated 

# from the mean profile. 
TransBar=if(LandUnit eq 0 then upstream(Ldd6,upstream(Ldd6,upstream(Ldd6,ElevBar))) 
else 0); 
TransBari =if(LandUnit eq 0 then upstream(Ldd9,upstream(Ldd9,upstream(Ldd9, 
TransBar))) else 0); # Transport of the bar profile eastward and seaward 

# with 120 m/year and 60 m/year respectively. 
NewProf1=if(LandUnit eq 0 then NewProf else 0); 
NewProfile=NewProf1+TransBar1; # The new total profile. 
ForeShore=NewProfile; 
Profile=NewProf; 

report TransSedLandUnit=ForeShore+Beach+DepositionBeach+ForeDunes+ 
DepositionForeDunes+Dunes; # Calculation of total transport in the entire area. 
Elevation=TransSedLandUnit; #New elevation for the next timestep. 
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